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Lighting - Accessories

LED lamps

Mistraled (*)

Celeste (앰)

Calandre (#)

Eclipse (앰)

In black ABS (OF).

In aluminium (ZA).

In aluminium (ZA).

In aluminium (ZA).

Fluorescent lamps

Cosy (*)

Quatro (*)

Beverly (*)

Rainbow (*)

In aluminium (ZA).

In chrome-plated steel with square stem in
stained ash. Available in brown (WV), cherry
(WX) or oak (WW).

In stained and varnished wood. Available in
cherry (WX) or brown (WV).

In chrome-plated steel (SQ).

Diabolo (*)

Delta

Frisco (*)

Study (*)

In chrome-plated steel (SQ).

Made from aluminium and ABS. Available in
aluminium (ZA) or graphite grey (ZB). Available
in base(*) or clamp(#) mounted versions.

In aluminium (ZA) or black (ZD).

Made from lacquered steel in aluminium
(ZA).

( )

Supplied with certified Euro adapter

(#)

Not suitable for UK and Eire market

(앰)

UK plug

*

2 choices
of plastic colour
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Eco (*)

Fluo (*)

Vision (*)

ABS head and articulated
metal arm. In aluminium (ZA) or black (ZD). Available in base or clamp
mounted versions.

ABS in aluminium (Oi) or black (OF).

Metal in a satin aluminium finish (ZA).

Black Aluminium
OF
Oi
From stock

4 choices of metal finish

Chrome Aluminium Graphite grey
SQ
ZA
ZB
From stock

For prices, optional extras and technical specifications, see separate price guide, pages 220 - 222.

3 choices of wood finish

Black
ZD

Brown
WV

Oak
Cherry
WW
WX
From stock
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Fluorescent uplighters

Ludor (*)

Made from epoxy lacquered metal in
aluminium (ZA) or black (ZD).

Forum (*)

Evidence (#)

Solstice (*)

Made from metal painted in aluminium
(ZA).

Made from epoxy coated steel in an
aluminium (ZA) finish.

Made from aluminium (ZA).

Cassiopé (*)

Variaglass (*)

Made from steel in a black (ZD)
finish.

Made from epoxy coated steel in
an aluminium (ZA) finish.

Fluorescent uplighters

Rainbow (*)

Quatro (*)

Frame (*)

Bebop (*)

Made from chrome-plated metal
(SQ).

Made from chrome-plated steel with
square stained wooden stem.
Available in brown (WV), cherry (WX)
or oak (WW).

Made from lacquered metal in an
aluminium (ZA) finish.

Made from epoxy lacquered steel in
aluminium (ZA) or black (ZD).

Halogen lamps

Oval (*)

Major 2 (*)

In aluminium (ZA) or black (ZD), with head in ABS.

Made from metal painted in aluminium (ZA), with
matt glass head.

3 choices of plastic colour
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Black
Transparent
OF
PV
From stock

Macao (#)

Arti (*)

Made from lacquered metal with
square stained wooden stem.
Available in brown (WV) or cherry
(WX).

Made from black (ZD) metal with
tiltable brass arm.

Zeta (*)

Lira (*)

Made from chrome-plated metal
with transparent (PV) or blue
(OE) polycarbonate head.

Made from metal in an
aluminium finish, with black (OF)
ABS head. Base and clamp
supplied.

Ixel (*)
3 choices of metal finish

Made from steel in aluminium (ZA) or black (ZD).

3 choices of wood finish
( )

Supplied with certified Euro adapter

(#)

Not suitable for UK and Eire market

*

Blue
OE

Halogen uplighters

Chrome Aluminium
SQ
ZA
From stock

Black
ZD

Brown
WV

Oak
Cherry
WW
WX
From stock

For prices, optional extras and technical specifications, see separate price guide, pages 220 to 222.

*

( )

Supplied with certified Euro adapter - (#) Not suitable for UK and Eire market
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